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In  the  latest  blow  to  upcoming  
dance music festival  Ultra  Singa-
pore,  one  of  the  headline  acts  –  
Dutch DJ Martin Garrix – has pulled 
out of all upcoming shows follow-
ing a serious ankle injury sustained 
recently. 

Garrix, one of the top-ranked DJs 
in  the  world,  shared  a  photo  of  
himself  in  a  wheelchair  with  his  
right leg in a cast on his Instagram 
account on Wednesday. 

A statement  accompanying the 
post  said  he  suffered  a  serious  
ankle  injury on  May 25  during  a  
show in Las Vegas. 

It  said:  “Even though  (he was)  
feeling positive after some days of 
rest,  further  examinations  have  
determined that all his ankle liga-
ments  are  torn  and  surgery  is  
needed  to  prevent  permanent  
damage to his ankle.

“Therefore,  Garrix  is  forced  to  
follow the specialist’s  advice and 
cancel all his shows for at least the 
upcoming four weeks.”

The fourth edition of Ultra Singa-
pore,  which  is  due  to  take  place  
tomorrow and Sunday, saw a venue 
change announced on Tuesday. 

It  was  moved  from  its  usual  
outdoor  venue  of  the  open  field  
next to Marina Bay Sands (MBS) 
Tower 1 to a smaller venue indoors, 

in  the  basement  of  MBS’  Sands  
Expo and Convention Centre.

In a post on Wednesday on Ultra 
Singapore’s  Facebook  and  Insta-
gram pages, organisers cited “ex-
pected  severe  weather”  for  the  
venue change. 

But some are unconvinced and de-
manded refunds, while others have 
expressed disappointment with the 
change to the smaller venue. 

Set  timings  for  the  remaining  
acts have also yet to be released as 
of yesterday morning. 

Ong Sor Fern
Senior Culture Correspondent

Indonesian  artist  Iwan  Effendi’s  
new show at Mizuma Gallery is all 
about faces, but they are the still  
faces  belonging  to  inanimate  
puppets. 

Face To Face, which opens tomor-
row, features about 20 puppets and 
20 charcoal and pencil drawings of 
dreamy faces. 

The  co-founder  of  Papermoon  
Puppet  Theatre  trained  in  visual  
arts  and  this  show  is  his  way  of  
exploring  the  process  of  making  
puppets.

The  most  important  feature  of  
puppets, he says, is the face: “That’s 
the first encounter, the element that 
the  audience  will  recognise  as  a  
living thing with the eyes.” 

His puppets are constructed with 
wood and rattan and the faces are 
moulded with papier mache from 
clay moulds. The finishing touch is 
washi  paper,  which  he  learnt  to  
make during a residency in Japan.

For Iwan, the faces start on paper 
with sketches, hence the drawings 
in the show.

Although  these  drawings  are  
mostly 61cm-by-41cm works, there 
is  a  large  horizontal  piece  filled  
with an array of fantastical  faces 
that  look  like  they  belong  on  
animals or fairy-tale creatures. 

As  puppeteer,  director  and  set  
designer  for  Papermoon,  the  
39-year-old  has  not  had  much  
opportunity recently to explore his 
visual arts side as he has been busy 

touring with the troupe. 
He favours  charcoal  over  other  

media:  “It’s  intense.  There’s  only  
one  thing  in  your  hand  and  you  
construct line by line.” 

The shadowed faces in his draw-
ings are a  contrast  to the mostly 
beige  coloured  puppets,  whose  
rounded,  childish  faces  emanate  
whimsy and wistfulness.

Iwan says the faces need to be a 
blank slate so the puppeteers have 
the freedom to imbue the  objects 
with  emotions  to  suit  the  stories  
being told. Yet, the faces can shape an 
audience’s reaction once they are lit 
and moving through the puppeteer. 

“The faces are daydreaming. (A 
puppet) is more expressive when it 
moves.  When  it’s  still,  it’s  more  
enigmatic.”

Puppets gain life through a three-
way dynamic between the puppet, 
the  puppeteer  and  the  audience,  
who willingly suspend disbelief for 

the  duration  of  a  performance,  
Iwan says. 

While  Papermoon’s  work  is  
rooted  in  the  Japanese  art  of  
bunraku puppetry, the puppeteers 
are  not  masked  like  bunraku  
puppeteers: “Our performances are 
non-verbal,  so  the  puppeteers’  
faces sometimes give visual cues to 
the audiences.” 

At the vernissage tomorrow, he 
plans to “activate” the puppets with 
a short performance with his wife 
and Papermoon co-founder, Ria Tri 
Sulistyani. 

It will be a brief performance as 
there is no story, but the point is 
simply to bring the objects to life. 

He  adds  mischievously  that  he  
believes puppets have a life of their 
own:  “They  have  to  be  creepy.  
Then, the story lasts longer in your 
memory.” 
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REVIEW / CONCERT

ANNE SOFIE VON OTTER
& BROOKLYN RIDER
Victoria Concert Hall/Wednesday

Chang Tou Liang

This  concert,  part  of  the  VCH  
Presents series,  could easily  have 
been called  Brooklyn  Rider  With  
Anne Sofie von Otter. 

The New York-based string quar-
tet,  comprising  violinists  Colin  
Jacobsen and Johnny Gandelsman, 
violist Nicholas Cords and Michael 
Nicolas,  were  no  mere  accompa-
nists  to  the  renowned  Swedish  
mezzo-soprano.

The foursome performed for the 
entire  duration  of  the  two-hour  
concert,  including  significant  
works on their own.

The pieces,  which opened both 
halves, were long enough to make 
some wonder  whether  von  Otter  
would even turn up. 

Violinist Jacobsen’s A Mirror For 
a Prince was a rhythmic dance-like 
work influenced by Middle Eastern 
idioms that began warm and conge-
nial before abruptly turning edgy 
and  abrasive  more  than  midway  
through.

The  Janus-like  quality  to  the  
moods  traversed  showcased  the  

ensemble’s flexibility and versati-
lity  in  varying  tonal  and  timbral  
colour, thus altering perceptions. 

Perhaps  some  neurochemical  
reactions  were  taking  place  and  
that  was  exploited  fully  in  the  
second half’s I Am My Own Achilles 
Heel, commissioned from Chinese 
composer Du Yun.

Premised on distorted imagery en-
countered in Alice In Wonderland 
Syndrome,  the  medicine-inspired  
work  thrived  on  extreme  disso-
nance,  ethereal  and  otherwordly  
sound effects. 

Only a  trace of Asian influence 
crept up towards its end. The quar-
tet (modelled along the lines of the 
long-established  Kronos  Quartet)  
totally  owned  these  and  other  
pieces  by  Philip  Glass  and  Kyle  
Sanna, giving sensitive, top-notch 
performances. On their own merit, 
the  concert  could  have  been  a  
sell-out.

Von Otter emerged in  a  purple 
gown with floral designs. 

Although  her  programme  was  
entirely of new works and popular 
music,  those  awed  by  her  Bach,  
Mozart and Mahler need not shy 
away. 

Her  deep  and  sultry  voice,  
mesmerising from the outset, was 
enough to convince sceptics with 
the opening French song, Cant Voi 
L’Aube by Caroline Shaw. 

In Jacobsen’s For Sixty Cents, a 
light-hearted  cabaret  song,  she  
turned percussionist by striking a 
coffee cup with a wooden spatula.

She  became  more  serious  in  
operatic numbers. For John Adams’ 
aria  Am  I  In  Your  Light?  (from  
Doctor Atomic), love segued from 
quiet to a  passionate high before 
literally ticking the time away.

In Rufus Wainwright’s Les Feux 
D’Artifice  T’Appellent  (Fireworks  
Calling Out To You), the pyrotech-
nics  were  mostly  in  the  loaded  
words, beautifully delivered.

The second half was sung with am-
plification.  Icelandic  multifaceted  
pop  icon  Bjork’s  Cover  Me  and  
Hunter  were  pleasant  surprises,  
with the latter’s “I’m going hunting” 
spiel leading to a trance-like spell. 

Glass’  Freezing  (from  Liquid  
Days) had long lines over repeated 
arpeggios  and  chords,  oft-repli-
cated vintage stuff, really.

As if to show that pop stars had 
their  more  sober  sides,  Elvis  
Costello’s Speak Darkly, My Angel 
was harmonically adventurous and 
smouldered with quiet intensity. 

Kate Bush’s Pi was more than a 
tongueful,  playing with  the num-
bers  of  that  unending  mathema-
tical symbol. 

The two encores, including love 
song  Practical  Arrangement  by  
Sting, were rapturously received.
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BOOK IT / FACE TO FACE

WHERE: Mizuma Gallery, 01-34 
Gillman Barracks, 22 Lock Road 

WHEN: Exhibition till 
July 7; vernissage, 4 to 7pm 
(tomorrow); opening hours: 
11am to 7pm (Tuesdays to 
Saturdays), 11am to 6pm 
(Sundays) 

ADMISSION: Free. For more 
information, go to 
www.mizuma.sg 
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